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Georgia Stories: Atlanta’s Example http://www.gpb.org/georgiastories/stories/atlantas_example

Civil Rights Digital Library: Carl Sanders Materials

University of Georgia Libraries, Richard B. Russell Library for Political Research and Studies: Carl E. Sanders Papers, 1962-1876
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"7,000 Attend Arnall's Formal Campaign Opening" Richard B. Russell Library, UGA "7,000 Attend Arnall's Formal Campaign Opening" Atlanta Daily World, July 10, 1966

Carl and Betty Foy Sanders Richard B. Russell Library, UGA Carl E. Sanders Collection, Richard B. Russell Library for Political Research and Studies, The University of Georgia Libraries

Carl Sanders and Jimmy Carter Georgia State University WSB Radio Records, Popular Music and Culture Collection, Special Collections and Archives, Georgia State University Library

Carl Sanders Georgia Archives Courtesy of Georgia Archives, Georgia Capitol Museum Collection

Carl Sanders Georgia Archives Courtesy of Georgia Archives, Vanishing Collection
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Dedication of 75 Richard B. Russell Library, UGA Carl E. Sanders Collection, Richard B. Russell Library for Political Research and Studies, The University of Georgia Libraries

Gubernatorial Inauguration of Carl Sanders Richard B. Russell Library, UGA Carl E. Sanders Collection, Richard B. Russell Library for Political Research and Studies, The University of Georgia Libraries

Lumpkin County Courthouse Library of Congress Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, HABS, HABS GA,94-DAHL,2--1

Putnam County Courthouse Library of Congress Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, HABS, HABS GA,119-EAT,2--1

Sanders 1962 campaign window display Richard B. Russell Library, UGA Carl E. Sanders Collection, Richard B. Russell Library for Political Research and Studies, The University of Georgia Libraries


Sanders for Governor Richard B. Russell Library, UGA Richard B. Russell Library for Political Research and Studies, University of Georgia Libraries
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